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Language: English . Brand New Book. Business has never been better at the O Connell Organic Farm
and Spa in Blossom Valley, California. But a murder has two of its top employees ploughing for
clues at a commune where tree-huggers are wary of the modern world--and a killer may be
disturbing their peace When Dana Lewis and Zennia Patrakio go to the Blossom Valley farmer s
market, they expect to find luscious fruits and vegetables to delight the spa s guests. They are not
expecting to see Birch Keller, Zennia s one true love. But Zennia s excitement over the one who got
away is short-lived when Birch is found dead in her garden. Kitchen-challenged Dana takes over
grief-stricken Zennia s cooking duties at the spa--but the biggest challenge will be searching for
answers at the commune where Birch had been living. The residents are nuttier than granola, and
as Dana tills up the truth, she ll discover a killer with a wholly unwholesome appetite for revenge
Praise for The Blossom Valley Mysteries! Cleverly plotted Plenty of suspects and potential motives
keep readers guessing until the very...
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Reviews
It in a single of the best pdf. Of course, it can be enjoy, still an amazing and interesting literature. I discovered this publication from my i and dad
encouraged this pdf to learn.
-- B a r on Steuber
This ebook could be well worth a study, and superior to other. It really is basic but unexpected situations inside the 50 % of your ebook. Once you begin to
read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Pr of. B ufor d Ziema nn
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